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Abstract. Active geomagnetic conditions on 12–13, 15–
16, and 22–23 September 1999 resulted in geomagnetically
induced currents (GIC) measurable in power systems in
Canada and the United States. Different solar origins for
these three events gave rise to dissimilar interplanetary signatures. We used these events to present three case studies, each
tracing an entire space weather episode from its inception
on the Sun, propagation through the interplanetary medium,
manifestation on the ground as intense magnetic and electric
fluctuations, and its eventual impact on technological systems.
Key words. Geomagnetism and paleomagnetism (rapid
time variations) – Interplanetary physics (interplanetary
magnetic fields) – Solar physics, astrophysics, and astronomy (flares and mass ejections)

1 Introduction
A space weather event has its initiation on the Sun. A coronal
mass ejection (CME) associated with a solar flare or disappearing filament (Webb and Hundhausen, 1987) often starts
the chain of events. At other times, a high-speed solar wind
stream emanating from a coronal hole (Krieger et al., 1973)
is the culprit. The propagation of the solar wind in the interplanetary medium carries the signature of the CME ejecta
(Gosling, 1990) or the coronal hole stream (Sheeley et al.,
1976). Upon interacting with the Earth’s magnetosphere,
solar wind disturbances with large southward interplanetary
magnetic fields allow interconnection with the northward
magnetospheric fields (Dungey, 1961), thus coupling energy
into the magnetosphere and eventually resulting in geomagnetic disturbances observed on the surface of the Earth. Depending on the sizes of the geomagnetic disturbances which
induce electric fields that drive currents, measurable geomagnetically induced currents (GIC) in conductors at the Earth’s
surface could result (Lanzerotti and Gregori, 1986). TechnoCorrespondence to: H.-L. Lam (hlam@nrcan.gc.ca)

logical systems using long conductors such as power grids
are vulnerable to the GIC (Boteler et al., 1998).
Geomagnetic disturbances, which occurred during 12–13,
15–16, and 22–23 September 1999, resulted in measurable
GIC in power systems in Canada and the United States. This
paper presents case studies of these three events, tracing each
from its solar origin and propagation through the interplanetary medium, to the measured magnetic and calculated electric fluctuations on the ground, and its eventual impact on the
power systems. These events were chosen not because of any
damage done to the power grids (there was none) nor because
of the size of the geomagnetic disturbance (only the geomagnetic disturbance during 22–23 September could be considered as severe). They were selected because of the availability of the solar data, solar wind data, ground magnetic data,
and GIC related data, thus allowing an entire event from its
inception to its final impact to be tracked. We were able to do
this for three different scenarios. To our knowledge, these are
the first case studies documenting space weather events from
their initiations on the Sun, agitations in solar wind, perturbations in ground magnetic, as well as electric fields, and to
their final impacts on power systems on the Earth.

2

Data

Data obtained from satellites and from ground stations were
used in the case studies. The solar origins of the space
weather events were discerned from sources that include
Solar-Geophysical Data Prompt Reports and Comprehensive
Reports (published by NOAA National Geophysical Data
Center, Boulder), daily Reports of Solar-Geophysical Activity (issued by NOAA Space Environment Center, Boulder), Coronal Hole Maps (produced by Kitt Peak National
Solar Observatory), solar images captured by the Yohkoh
and SOHO (Solar Heliospheric Observatory) satellites, and
the SOHO LASCO CME Catalog. The interplanetary signatures of the space weather events were gleaned from the
solar wind measurements at ACE (Advanced Composition
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station in New York state. At the time of the events studied,
the recording system only saved GIC values that exceeded
a threshold of 10 A. This GIC monitor is part of the EPRIsponsored Sunburst project (Lesher et al., 1994). We also
used AC harmonic data recorded at Tilly substation (54◦ N,
76◦ W) on the Hydro-Québec system. Figure 1 shows the locations of the ground stations and their positions relative to
the auroral zone and subauroral zone. During quiet times,
the cusp region is located between 75◦ –80◦ geomagnetic latitude. As activities increase, it shifts equatorward, reaching
70◦ for Kp of 7 (see Fig. 9.22 in Akasofu, 1977). Thus, located at a geomagnetic latitude of 66.8◦ , the magnetic observatory at PBQ would, except during severely disturbed times,
generally be inside the auroral oval where the auroral electrojet flows. The recording sites used are all in the Eastern
Standard Time (EST) zone, which is UT – 5 h. UT is used
throughout this paper.

70ÊW

Fig. 1. Locations of ground stations used in this study. PBQ (Postede-la-Baleine) and OTT (Ottawa) are magnetic observatories operated by the GSC (Geological Survey of Canada). Tilly power
substation is operated by Hydro Québec, and the GIC recording is
part of the Sunburst project sponsored by EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute).

Explorer) satellite. The ACE data utilized in this study consist of 16-s averages of interplanetary magnetic field data in
GSM (Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric) coordinates, and
64-s averages of ion density, speed and temperature data.
Since ACE is in orbit about the L1 libration point between
the Earth and the Sun (which is approximately 1.5 million km
from the Earth), the solar wind conditions as measured at the
ACE location would take about 45 min to propagate to the
Earth.
Ground magnetic data consist of 5-s data recorded at magnetic observatories in PBQ (Poste-de-la-Baleine at 55.3◦ N,
77.8◦ W) and OTT (Ottawa at 45.4◦ N, 75.6◦ W), which are
operated by the Geological Survey of Canada. The magnetic
data from OTT and PBQ were also used with a layered conductivity model of the Earth (Ferguson and Odwar, 1997) to
calculate the electric fields at the Earth’s surface in those regions. The effect of geomagnetic disturbances on power systems can be studied by measuring GIC directly or by measuring the AC harmonics resulting from transformer saturation due to GIC. For this study we used GIC data recorded
in the neutral-ground connection of a transformer at a sub-

A geomagnetic synopsis

Figure 2 is a synopsis of the geomagnetic activity for the
month of September 1999, with the three periods chosen for
this study indicated in shading. Dst and Ap (together with
ap and Kp ), which are plotted in the two bottom panels, give
a global measure of the geomagnetic activity. Although Dst ,
ap, Ap and Kp are widely used as indicators of geomagnetic
disturbances, these indices are biased towards the equatorial
and mid-latitude regions. Thus, the DRX plots in the three
top panels are used to present a more localized picture of geomagnetic conditions in the polar cap, auroral zone and subauroral zone in Canada. DRX indices are the daily means of
the hourly ranges in the x (northward) component of the geomagnetic field measured at Resolute Bay (74.7◦ N, 94.9◦ W)
in the polar cap, Fort Churchill (58.8◦ N, 94.1◦ W) in the auroral zone, and Ottawa (45.4◦ N, 75.6◦ W) in the subauroral
zone. The Geological Survey of Canada has been producing
and disseminating the three-zone forecast and review of geomagnetic activity in terms of DRX as part of its geomagnetic
forecast service since 1986 (Lam, 1997). Figure 2 can be
viewed as a plot showing geomagnetic variations from high
latitudes to low latitudes.
The daily Ap values, the largest three-hourly ap values,
the corresponding Kp values, and the largest hourly Dst values for each of the six days of interest are shown in Table 1. According to these global indices, intense activity
prevailed only on 22 September. However, from Fig. 2 the
localized DRX, which is more useful in delineating geomagnetic conditions pertinent to Canada and the northern US,
shows stormy conditions in the auroral zone on 13 and 15
September, in addition to displaying active conditions in the
subauroral zone on 22 September, the day of the most intense activity indicated by the global indices. This is one of
the prime reasons for choosing the specific days for the study.
Occurrences of disturbed geomagnetic conditions would ensure measurable GIC events in the power systems located in
these zones (Fig. 1) during the three time periods. It is of in-
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Table 1. Geomagnetic indices for the events

Ap
Max ap
Kp
Max Dst

12 Sep

13 Sep

15 Sep

16 Sep

22 Sep

23 Sep

31
80
(18:00–21:00 UT)
6◦
–59
(20:00–21:00 UT)

46
80
(03:00–06:00 UT)
6◦
–74
(04:00–05:00 UT)

27
67
(09:00–12:00 UT)
6–
–51
(09:00–10:00 UT)

31
80
(03:00–06:00 UT)
6◦
–67
(08:00–09:00 UT)

50
207
(21:00–24:00 UT)
8◦
–173
(23:00–24:00,UT)

28
94
(00:00–03:00 UT)
6+
–155
(00:00–01:00 UT)
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Fig. 2. Review of geomagnetic activity for September 1999. Plotted
are the daily means of the hourly ranges of the x-component of the
geomagnetic field (DRX) for the polar cap (Resolute Bay, 74.7◦
N, 94.9◦ W), auroral zone (Fort Churchill, 58.8◦ N, 94.1◦ W), and
subauroral zone (Ottawa, 45.4◦ N, 75.6◦ W) in Canada, as well as
the global magnetic indices of ap, Ap , Kp and Dst . Since ap and
Kp are equivalent, the Kp values can be read directly off the Kp
scale using the ap trace. The three time periods chosen for the case
studies are shaded in blue. Q, U, A and S in the DRX plots refer
to quiet, unsettled, active and stormy conditions, respectively. MS
and SS next to the Kp scale stand for major storm and severe storm,
respectively.

4

The event of 12–13 September 1999

There were no significant solar eruptions associated with
this event except for a much earlier M1.4/1B flare that occurred on 8 September between 12:08–12:77 UT from a nongeoeffective location of N 12 E 53. However, the Yohkoh
SXT (Soft X-ray Telescope) image (Fig. 3) shows a large
trans-equatorial coronal hole near the central meridian on 10
September at 04:58 UT. Thus, the solar source for the 12–13
September event is likely to be this coronal hole, which produced a high-speed solar wind stream that eventually caused
a geomagnetic disturbance a few days later. Figure 4 is a
stack plot of the ACE solar wind parameters (upper panel)
and the ground observations (lower panel) for the 12–13
September event. It shows a broad increase in solar wind
speed, decrease in density, increase in temperature, and varying interplanetary magnetic fields, especially in the vertical
component Bz , whose fluctuations are a signature of Alfvén
waves in the high-speed flow (Tsurutani et al., 1995). These
solar wind measurements are indicative of the coronal hole as
the possible solar source for this event. The occurrence of the
geomagnetic disturbance on 13 September is consistent with
the lag-time for geomagnetic activity induced by the coronal hole in Lam and Samson (1994), and the observed solar
wind speed of about 570 km/s on 13 September matches the
approximate three day transit-time.
From about 15:00 UT onwards, Bz was in a predominantly
negative (southward) direction, resulting in an increase in the
global measures of geomagnetic activity such as ap. For the
early part of this event, North America was on the dayside
of the Earth. From 18:00 to 00:00 UT (13:00 to 19:00 EST),
PBQ saw an increase in x, the signature of an increased eastward electrojet which is indicative of enhanced convection
resulting from the solar wind – magnetosphere interaction.
As North America rotated around to the night side, it came
under the influence of a westward electrojet, as seen by the
change at 01:00 UT (20:00 EST) to negative excursions of x
at PBQ and OTT. The magnetic variations at PBQ were con-
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Fig. 3. Yohkoh soft X-ray image showing a large trans-equatorial
coronal hole near the central meridian on 10 September 1999 at
04:58 UT.

siderably larger than those at OTT (note the different scales
in Fig. 4), indicating that the electrojets, although enhanced
in amplitude, were remaining in their typical auroral zone
location.
Electric fields produced by this disturbance reached
600 mV/km and more at PBQ. This particular value occurred
around 01:00 UT (20:00 EST), and was accompanied by a
noticeable increase in the power system harmonic levels
recorded at Tilly. A second peak (400 mV/km) in the electric field around 03:30 UT (22:30 EST) also produced a similar increase in power system harmonics. At these times the
electric field at OTT also experienced large fluctuations, although the amplitude were smaller than those at PBQ. Peak
values of GIC just above the 10 A recording threshold were
also seen at the Sunburst site at these times.
5

Fig. 4. A stack plot of ACE solar wind data (upper panel) and
ground data (lower panel) for 12–13 September 1999. The upper
panel shows the three components of the interplanetary magnetic
field in GSM (Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric) coordinate system
(Bx , By , and Bz ), total interplanetary field strength (Bt ), proton
density, solar wind speed and temperature. The lower panel shows
the northward component of the geomagnetic field (x) as recorded
at the GSC’s magnetic observatories located in PBQ and OTT, and
the eastward component of the electric field (Ey ) as calculated from
x. “PS Responses” stands for Power System Responses and refers
to the AC harmonics in percentage measured by Hydro Québec at
the substation Tilly, and the geomagnetically induced current (GIC)
in Amperes recorded at the Sunburst site.

The event of 15–16 September 1999

Several solar events occurred on 13 September. A partial
halo CME with an 182◦ angular width and a plane of sky
speed of 898 km/s billowed away from the Sun at 09:30 UT.
It may be associated with a long duration C4.9/SF flare that
occurred between 08:05–09:32 UT from an active area centered at N 22 E 10. Later, at 17:31 UT another partial halo
CME with an 184◦ angular width and a slower plane of sky
speed of 444 km/s left the Sun. It may be associated with a
C2.6/1N flare that occurred between 16:30–17:04 UT from
an active area centered at N 15 E 06. In addition to these solar eruptions, the Kitt Peak Coronal Hole Maps (based on

He I 1083 nm) showed two small coronal holes located near
the equator in the Northern Hemisphere passing the central
meridian on 13 and 14 September. Thus, the coronal holes
and the partial halo CMEs were possible solar causes for the
15–16 September space weather event.
The ACE solar wind data shown in the stack plot of Fig. 5
show the passage of an interplanetary shock with abrupt increase in speed, density and interplanetary magnetic field
strength around 19:30 UT on 15 September. The solar wind
measurements after the shock passage appear to bear some
characteristics of magnetic cloud, which is a region of enhanced magnetic fields, within which the ion temperature
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is low and the field directions rotate slowly (Burlaga et al.,
1981). The partial halo CMEs might have delivered glancing
blows to the magnetosphere. After 01:00 UT on 16 September, the broad increase in high solar wind speed, low density
and variable Alfvén wave signature in Bz show characteristics of coronal hole streams, and the speed range of 550–
600 km/s suggests a three-day transit-time of the solar wind
stream, implying that the coronal hole crossing the central
meridian on 13 September may be the possible solar source.
The solar wind speed of 600 km/s after the shock passage
seems high when compared with the plane of sky speed of
444 km/s at the onset of the slow CME. It is, therefore, tempting to attribute the shock to the fast CME with a speed of
898 km/s. However, an earlier shock at 07:10 UT (not shown)
on 15 September may already be due to this fast CME. It is
difficult to relate a single structure in the solar wind to a feature of the solar disk without a detailed analysis. During the
transit, the CMEs might undergo acceleration or deceleration, or the two might merge, and there was a presence of
solar wind streams from the two coronal holes. Thus, the
shock might be the manifestation of the interactions between
two or more streams, and the subsequent global state of fluctuating disturbed solar wind conditions would cause an agitated interplanetary medium to elicit conditions at Earth for
the GICs.
Both PBQ and OTT recorded a sudden impulse around
20:15 UT due to the shock’s impact at the magnetopause,
about 45 min after its passage through the ACE satellite at
the L1 point. After the sudden impulse, the magnetic field
at PBQ and OTT remained quiet until 01:00 UT, while the
IMF Bz was northwards. From 03:00 UT to 12:00 UT on 16
September, the sustained southward Bz resulted in high magnetic activity recorded at PBQ and OTT. At both stations, the
variations in x were negative due to the westward electrojet
occurring in the local midnight and dawn sectors. The magnetic variations at PBQ were greater than those at OTT, indicating that the westward electrojet was located in a typical
auroral zone location.
A spike in the electric field accompanied the sudden impulse in the magnetic field at PBQ and OTT. However, this
was not accompanied by any noticeable effects in the power
system recordings. The first power system effects occurred
around 04:00 UT (23:00 EST), when the magnetic variations
at PBQ produced an electric field of 200 mV/km and an increase in power system harmonics at Tilly. The largest electric field at PBQ was nearly 600 mV/km and occurred around
07:00 UT (02:00 EST) and produced the peak increase in harmonics at Tilly. At OTT there was a different pattern of activity with a period of electric field fluctuations from 05:00
to 10:00 UT (00:00 to 05:00 EST) reaching a peak amplitude
of 100 mV/km. This would be expected to produce some
GIC at the Sunburst site, but the GIC exceeded the recording
threshold only in two brief intervals shortly after 05:00 UT
and 09:20 UT.

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4 except for the 15–16 September event.

6

The event of 22–23 September 1999

The SOHO LASCO (Large Angle Spectrometric Coronagraph) C2 running difference image of Fig. 6 shows a full
halo CME (with a reported 360◦ angular width) coming out
of the Sun on 20 September at 06:30 UT with a plane of
sky speed of 604 km/s. (The LASCO instrument is a suite
of three coronagraphs, called C1, C2 and C3, which view
the corona from 1.1–30 RS . The figure shows a running
difference image from the externally occulted C2 telescope
with the field of view of 2–6 RS .) The CME, launched at
06:06 UT, may be associated with the disappearance of a 16◦
filament (S 20 E 14) on 20 September. There were also four
filaments that disappeared on 19 September, with the largest
one being a 19◦ filament located at N 36 E 38.
The stack plot of Fig. 7 shows the arrival of a shock at ACE
around 11:45 UT on 22 September with abrupt increases in
solar wind speed, density and interplanetary magnetic field
strength. The fluctuating solar wind quantities after the shock
probably suggest the presence of a shock sheath (∼ 11:45–
19:00 UT). The shock arrival speed of 450 km/s seems low
for a 2.2 days transit time required for the 20 September
CME. Perhaps the shock was due to other sources, such
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Fig. 6. SOHO LASCO C2 running difference image showing a
full halo CME with 360◦ angular width on 20 September 1999 at
06:30 UT.

as one of the disappearing filaments prior to 20 September,
or the CME ejecta had varied in speed. However, around
19:00 UT the speed increased to about 600 km/s, matching
the CME’s plane of sky speed of 604 km/s, which requires a
transit-time of 2.9 days. The lag-time between the onset of
the CME at 06:06 UT on 20 September and the occurrence
of the intense geomagnetic activity at OTT 22:00 UT on 22
September is 2.7 days. Since both the transit-time and lagtime are very close, the geomagnetic disturbance is likely
to be due to the CME. Indeed, the subsequent solar wind
measurements after 19:00 UT show characteristic signatures
of a magnetic cloud with the rotation of magnetic field vector, as indicated by Bz going from positive to negative and
slowly moving to positive again, an enhanced total magnetic
field strength Bt , and a decrease in solar wind temperature
reaching minimum around 03:00 UT. The Bx , By , Bz , and Bt
profiles seem to resemble those shown in a plot of Farrugia
et al. (1993), which displays disturbed interplanetary conditions (observed by IMP-8) caused by the passage of coronal
mass ejecta. Furthermore, the monotonic decrease in the bulk
velocity after 20:00 UT, with the related density depletion, is
a signature of expansion of the magnetic cloud with outflow
from the center (Klein and Burlaga, 1982). Thus, the ground
geomagnetic disturbance is likely to be caused by the passage
of a magnetic cloud due to the full halo CME.
After the sudden impulse around 12:30 UT on 22 September, the magnetic field at PBQ and OTT remained quiet
for the next seven hours while IMF Bz was northward.
The southward turn in IMF Bz around 19:00 UT triggered
the start of intense magnetic activity. Initially (19:00 to
21:00 UT), the magnetic field disturbance was greater at PBQ

Fig. 7. Same as Fig. 4 except for the 22–23 September event.

than at OTT, indicating that the electrojet was in a typical auroral zone location. However, from 21:00 to 00:30 UT, the
disturbance at OTT was larger showing that the electrojet
currents had moved equatorward with an expansion of the
auroral oval. The magnetic disturbance between 03:00 and
05:00 UT was larger at PBQ indicating that the electrojet had
returned to its normal location. Between 19:00 and 01:00 UT
(14:00 and 20:00 EST), x variations were mainly positive at
OTT and PBQ indicating an eastward electrojet, while the
negative x variations between 03:00 and 05:00 UT (22:00
and 00:00 EST) were due to a westward electrojet.
Electric fields were the largest of the three events discussed in this paper and, unlike the earlier ones, were larger
at OTT (peak value 800 mV/km) than at PBQ (peak value
520 mV/km) during the geomagnetically disturbed interval
between 19:00–01:00 UT, showing an additional effect of
the expanded auroral oval. The power system harmonics
recorded at Tilly were closely related to the electric fields
at PBQ in the intervals 19:00 to 21:00 UT and 03:00 to
05:00 UT when the activity was greatest at PBQ. However,
during the interval 21:00 to 01:00 UT, when the auroral oval
had expanded and magnetic activity was greater at OTT, the
Tilly harmonics showed less correspondence to the electric

H.-L. Lam et al.: Case studies of space weather events
fields at PBQ, and were more closely related to the OTT electric fields. This would indicate that, at this time, GIC located
further south in the Hydro-Québec system were responsible
for the generation of harmonics, which then moved to other
sites including Tilly. The increased electric field amplitudes
experienced further south than usual during this event gave
rise to higher GIC levels at the Sunburst site, reaching a peak
of −60 A around 00:00 UT (19:00 EST).
7

Summary and discussion

We have presented three case studies. We put the space
weather events from start to finish in a coherent picture, tracing these events from the Sun, through the solar wind, and
to the ground with their eventual impacts on the power systems. In these three cases with different probable solar origins (coronal hole, possibly partial halo CME and coronal
hole, and full halo CME) and hence, different solar wind signatures, a southward interplanetary magnetic field (i.e. negative Bz ) facilitated an efficient transfer of energy from the
solar wind to the magnetosphere, resulting in intense geomagnetic activity whose induced electric fields led to induced
currents measured in power systems. For the most intense
event of 22–23 September, Bz registered the largest excursion of −25 nT, whereas Bz for the other two events reached
only −10 nT. In all three cases, the solar wind speeds attained
peak values around 600 km/s. The event of 22–23 September
produced the largest GIC in the noon and dusk sectors which
were due to the eastward electrojet south of the typical auroral zone location, while the GIC for the other two events
were due to the westward electrojet in the auroral zone in the
midnight and dawn sectors.
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